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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

May 11th 2020 to May 17th 2020 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
5-12-2020 Officer Investigation 700 Block of Westview Ave  Responded to 2 houses in regards to their 

          vehicles being rummaged through.  All of  

          the vehicles were unlocked but nothing was 

          missing from them.  One of the residents  

          had excellent video and along with the LPR 

          cameras we were able to identify the  

          suspect vehicle and it has been entered into  

          the camera system so if it comes back into 

          the city the cameras will alert us.  

 

5-13-2020 Suspicious Person 300 Block of Sutherland Ave  We spoke to a subject in the area who  

          advised that he was making YouTube  

          videos of our city.  His information was 

          logged into CAD in dispatch. 

           

5-13-2020 Officer Investigation Glen Eden & Hobbs   We recovered a road closed sign from the 

          middle of the road.  It likely fell off of a  

          Metro Public Works truck. 

 

5-13-2020 Officer Investigation Leake Ave & Harding Pl   Received a call about subjects in a pickup 

          truck were driving around and shouting at 

          people.  The vehicle was gone on arrival. 

 

5-14-2020 911 Hang-up  700 Block of Westview Ave  Turned out to be a false call 

 

5-14-2020 Assist Other Agency 800 Block of Lynwood Blvd  Assisted Metro Police Dept. with a stolen  

          vehicle report.  The vehicle was recovered 

and returned to owners Before the report   

was completed 

           

5-14-2020 Officer Investigation 700 Block of Lynwood Blvd  Received a noise complaint of construction 

          after hours.  The workers were warned to  

          stop jackhammering after hours. 

                 

5-14-2020 Suspicious Vehicle 700 Block of Westview Ave  Received a call of a suspicious vehicle but 

          the vehicle had left prior to our arrival 

                

5-15-2020 Safety Hazard  Harding Pl & Lynwood Blvd  Officer drove upon a tree limb that had 

          fallen in the road.  Since it was shift change 

          the night shift relieved him and waited for 

          public works and NES 

 

5-15-2020 Officer Investigation 4400 Block of Forsythe Pl   Officer caught 3 juveniles out walking  

          after curfew.  Parents were notified and  

          came to pick their children up  

    

      

   



              

5-16-2020 Officer Investigation 1100 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  Received a call from a resident about  

          hearing a loud explosion and seeing a  

          flash of light outside her bedroom window 

          we checked the area but did not find  

          anything 

 

5-16-2020 Officer Investigation 4400 Block of Tyne Blvd   Received a call from a resident about  

          something tripped her driveway sensor but 

          she couldn’t see anything outside.  We  

          checked the location and the driveway was 

          clear and there were no signs of anyone 

          being outside the house 

 

5-16-2020 Suspicious Person 4400 Block of Forsythe Pl   We checked on a subject who was seen 

          retrieving an item from a vehicle parked 

          along the roadway.  The subject was  

          staying the night at a friend’s house and  

          had come out to grab an item from his car. 

     

5-17-2020 Animal   900 Block of Westview Ave  We responded to a report of a dog bite.  No 

          medical attention was needed and a report 

          completed 

 

5-17-2020 Traffic Stop  Belle Meade Blvd   Misdemeanor citation issued for driving on 

          a suspended drivers license 

 

 

 
 
 
Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 

1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 
sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 

2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


